
Bragar Round Mull 2019 and 
Cruise Home 
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Wednesday 26.06.19 

Lucy and I left Glasgow with a fully laden car, including racing gear, cruising gear, boat painting gear, dog gear and everything in between 
with an eta in Plockton of 1100 and a planned departure of 1200 with aspirations of reaching Tobermory before dark. 

On arrival in Plockton, the boat was brought in by dad and swiftly loaded before goodbyes to Lucy, Mum and Bess and before we slipped 
lines and made our way out past Plockton light. Lunch rolls were on the go passing Duirinish and a quick call made to Ruari on the boat off 
Badicaul. 

The tide turned south at Kylerhea at 1400 and we 
arrived on the button to get the best push south 
possible, with wind slightly on the nose bending 
round Sleat Point but freeing the further south we 
sailed and soon pushing on under full sail and no 
engine at a steady 8kts on a sunny afternoon/
evening. 

Dinner was prepared somewhere off Muck and 
consisted of mums chilli (enough provided to 
feed 8) and a G-bread each and gave ample 
sustenance to get us all the way to Tobermory 
and we arrived to take the last berth on the 
pontoon just before dark.  

Both knackered, a beer was all we could manage 
before settling in for the night.
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Thursday 27.06.19 

We awoke in Tobermory and grabbed 
quick showers on the pierhead and settled 
berthing before making off towards Oban. 
Breakfast and coffee were prepared under 
way and a doctors appointment booked in 
Oban at 1500 for Dad and his poisoned 
thumb, only recently brought up. The wind 
in the sound of Mull was predominantly 
southeasterly and therefore it was a pretty 
solid motor south with wind on the nose 
but we made solid progress as a result 
and were soon passing Lismore light after 
a roll for lunch and crossing the sound 
with Oban in our sights and picking up 
ferry movements over VHF. 

Approximately three quarters of the way 
across the sound of Lismore the scourge 
of the Round Mull race delivery struck in 
the form of an engine oil pressure alarm 
(the one you can’t ignore) so the engine 
was stopped, sails pulled out and process 
of identifying the problem began. Engine 
running a bit hot was the verdict (possibly 

due to a jellyfish in the inlet or a slipping 
water pump belt) and so after giving it a 
chance to cool down and gingerly sailing 
closer to the entrance to Oban harbour 
(the second busiest ferry port in the UK) 
we fired her up for the final approach. 

I can’t remember whether the engine 
alarm kicked off again before or after the 
MV Isle of Mull announced its imminent 
departure through the north entrance to 
the harbour but I’m sure it was before the 
MV Isle of Lewis announced that it would 
be making its entrance immediately after 
but needless to say the timing of the 
engine alarm was inopportune to say the 
least. Thankfully we had wind in the sails to 
aid our escape from the path of the 
departing ferry having shut the engine 
down on hearing the aforementioned 
alarm. So when the wind gave up too 
leaving us in the middle of the channel as 
the now slightly irate ferry bore down on 
us with horn sounding, things were 
starting to feel a bit awkward. 

Thankfully our 0.5kt progress was enough 
to get us close enough to the Oban shore 
to allow the first ferry to pass and with the 
wind now filling in we attempted to dash 
through the channel before the next one 
appeared. However just when things 
looked interesting enough in came an 
additional 10kts of wind, the MV Coruisk, 
the Lismore Ferry and another yacht also 
having poorly timed its transit of the north 
channel to really mix things up a bit! 

Thankfully we escaped and after a quick 
reef and roll in of the genny we started the 
process of finding a berth for the night 
under sail. Dad did a great job of lining up 
the first buoy (reserved) and the second 
(private) and the third (number 59??) 
which we quickly secured and then 
immediately got dinghy ready for dad to 
run ashore for appointment whilst trying 
to make contact with OSC members to 
find out ownership/status of buoy 59 and 
arrange an engineer to come and 
diagnose fix engine problems and confirm 
whether or not we would be racing round 
Mull this year. 
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Dad returned from his appointment with Lucy and Bess at 1600 and also arranged a better mooring with Billy F which we quickly 
moved onto. Engineer no1 appeared at 1700 to fix lighting, Engineer no2 appeared at 1800 to coincide with departure of engineer 
no1 and PK arrived at 1830 to be taken aboard to coincide with departure of engineer no2. Verdict - engine ok, alternator belt to 
be replaced - the race is on!  

After the arrival of the rest of the racing  
crew (Ali Hendry and Robin Wilkins) and a 
few dinghy transfers with bags etc we hit 
up the Seafood buffet for a well earned 
beer and reconnection with familiar faces 
(Hugh - Sarah) Ewan, Mike W, Eric, Billy, 
but no sign of the Bodach! We retired to 
the boat around 2200 for nightcaps and 
bed with a couple of stowaways in the 
form of Lucy and Bess.

TO B E R M O R Y  TO  O B A N



Friday 28.06.19 

Friday morning, race day! Crew were split up and allocated tasks, including finding long term 
parking, provisioning, removing cruising sails and offloading cruising gear to a multitude of 
cars. Racking ropes and sheaves were fitted and the new kite taken aboard before saying 
farewell to our stowaways and slipping lines to head out into the bay and towards the startline. 

1230 was race start and we hit the line on schedule, hoisted the big new blue kite and raced out 
of Oban harbour under spinnaker - wind SE 15kts and sun shining. After a bit of a lull coming 
through there tide at Lady rock, the wind built again towards Lochaline and by the finish at the 
green can off Tobermory we were running in 25kts of breeze and the sun was still shining! 

Once in Tobermory harbour we were given our berth on the outside of the pontoons, behind 
the Bodach and in front of the committee vessel and got on with post race boat jobs, finding 
beer and food and showers etc. All seemed ok on Bragar and only real damage was a clutch 
handle, snapped before we left the mooring and lines were re-reeved to relegate the 2nd reef 
(hopefully we’ll not need it but if we do we’ll not be needing the kite halyard!) 

The obligatory crew dinner in the Galleon was had and more beers found for the rest of the 
evening aboard, after a wee pre nightcap nightcap in the MacDonald Hotel on our way home, 
and then early to bed, big day tomorrow.
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Saturday 29.06.19 

Tobemory harbour was pretty still when we rose from our bunks and after more showers and 
provisioning admin we rolled out of our berth and headed for the start line in light air to where 
the committee had optimistically set a line inside Calve island. Unfortunately however there was 
not enough wind to start a race so the line was moved to a location outside the harbour where a 
little more (still light NW breeze 5kts) was found. 

Eventually the breeze filled in and the fleet made solid progress beating to round Calliach point 
where wind dropped and tide kicked in. Two options were available, go offshore and dodge 
tide where there appeared to be no breeze or short tack inside the river in the light breeze off 
the land. Option B was selected and with one set of eyes on the sounder, two on navionics and 
one over the bow we picked our way up the coast in ever decreasing wind and increasing tide 
until the force of the latter overcame the former and we whizzed back to before we started, 
pirouetting once for good measure. After a second attempt at this snakes and ladders type 
game, we made the decision to retire at 1530 thinking time limit was 1800 and dinner booked 
in Bunessan 1915 and calculations telling us even finish off Gometra was now impossible. What 
we didn’t realise was that the time limit was actually 2100, but hey ho, the engine was on and we 
made our dinner booking unlike a great number of others who arrived in darkness with empty 
bellies. 

Our overnight stay in Bunessan was fairly uneventful other than a swan dive for a drifting 
dinghy, midnight raiders looking for a party after midnight shining a torch in our port lights and 
shouting “theres a guy up there with massive t*ts” when one of our crew (who will remain 
nameless) went out to investigate. Most of the crew were thinking ahead to the wild forecast of 
25-30kts of breeze in open seas off the south end of Mull. 
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Sunday 30.06.19 

With the race starting in Bunessan bay at 
0830 there fleet stirred early to get 
breakfast in and dinghies away as the 
weather lived up to the forecast - blowing 
up to 25kts inside the harbour. We set our 
sails for the start with a reef and No3 
Genoa, likely under canvassed for the run 
out of the harbour and reach towards the 
sound of Iona but plenty sail for the beat 
up the sound and saving sail changes in 
the slop we were expecting round the 
corner. 

The beat into the sound of Iona was wild, 
the sea was up and the tide was out so 
depth was a real issue but having dodged 
the hazards we were soon freeing off 
through the narrow rocky alley off tinkers 
hole of at a rather disconcerting pace. 
Once clear of the Torrin rocks north 
cardinal we were broad reaching for Oban 
and decided to go for some spinnaker, the 

small heavyweight one of course, we were 
still in 22-25kts of breeze. 
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B U N E S S A N  TO  O B A N

Bragar accelerated well into double 
figures and surfed on for Oban. It was at 
around 27kts when things started to get a 
bit sporty, off one wave we hit 15kts (a new 
record) and just when it all seemed to be 
going so well, we broached, and broached 
again, ragged the kite and the main a bit, 
broached again, and dropped the kite. 

Progress was ok under white sails but we 
were getting passed, so with a lull in the 
weather to 18kts we went for the kite 
again, all seemed ok until we started 
hearing some disconcerting clunks from 
the helm…. Kite back down! Thankfully 
nothing serious after a bit of investigation 
but with breeze heading back up to the 
high 20s again white sails were deemed 
acceptable for the rest of the race. 

The race finished in Oban bay at finish line 
off Oban Sailing Club, in a strong SW 
blowing up the sound of Kerrera. After 
dropping sails and deliberating over best 
place to offload race gear and onload 
cruise kit we headed for the transit Marina. 
We picked a berth and after a couple of 
attempts at lining up, with the same strong 
SW pushing us into the berth we reversed 
into our slot, however an error on the bow 

line left us blowing onto the yacht in the 
adjacent berth. Thankfully the situation was 
recovered without damage and once tied 
up we began the process of offloading 
crew, transferring to abandoned vehicles 
around Oban, provisioning and making 
ready for cruising.  

Mike the mechanic made an appearance 
at 1800 to look over the engine and assess 
the alarm problem and diagnosed the 
need for a new control panel and left with 
a plan to order first thing tomorrow ready 
for deliver to Oban (via Inverness) first 
thing on Tuesday. Dad was last to leave 
and having been left in the cockpit for a 
snooze while a fish supper was found to 
fuel his journey north, he set off with Bess 
and the car at 1900 hrs and left Lucy and I 
safe aboard a semi organised Bragar in 
advance of our weeks cruise. We settled in 
the marina, broke into the cruising 
provisions for dinner and crashed out, 
broken from a pretty punchy weekend. 



Monday 01.07.19 

We awoke in the transit marina with a bit of a slow start as still 
recovering from the weekend that passed and the wild weather of 
yesterday and went in search of breakfast to Lucy’s friends flat in 
Oban. We took a trip to the supermarket and Homebase for 
supplies and after putting on a washing at Mark and Christina’s 
returned to Bragar with a wet load to complete the transition from 
race boat to cruiser hanging it round the guardrails. The sun was 
shining but with a solid 25-30kts of wind blowing from the west the 
weather was great for drying but not ideal for making passage up 
the sound of Mull and the fact that we were grounded awaiting 
parts wasn’t such a big deal. 

We filled water tanks, grabbed showers and bumped into some 
friendly Norwegians on an x412 out of Sandefjord. When I 
mentioned one of my best mates worked for DNV in Sandefjord I 
must admit I was surprised to hear the skipper say “I work for DNV in 
Sandefjord!” So it turned out these chaps were colleagues of Martin Davies and were eventually to make landfall in Plockton to eat Haggis with 
Pete and Jan. So we shared a few plans and stories and went our separate ways, provisioning and boat prepping before heading for dinner to 
the Waterfront Fishouse Restaurant. Recreating one of our first dates we had a lovely meal and then watched the Norwegians come in just 
before we left, were they following us? 

We returned to Bragar for another quiet evening, rather than sample some of the local hostelries as per another of our previous dates and 
turned in before the Norwegians returned from dinner and the associated risk of a whisky fuelled evening! 
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Tuesday 02.06.19 Our second morning in the transit marina 
began with feelings of groundhog day 
and frustrations around not being able to 
kick off our cruise proper, but with hope 
of the engine part arriving that morning 
we were at least buoyed by decent 
weather and an opportunity to escape 
when the part did arrive 

Having had some bad news on engine 
part and now looking like another night in 
the Oban area, with part due in post 
tomorrow lunchtime cabin fever was 
beginning to set in. So to break the 
monotony, a plan was hatched to head 
south to Puilladobhrain for the night. 
Puilladobhrain is a small anchorage on the 
north side of the isle of Seil, close to the 
bridge over the Atlantic, the bridge being 
visible on approach. 

We arrived in the anchorage to join 
another 8 boats, however plenty space 
and once safely anchored in good 

holding, Lucy got dinner underway and I 

prepared the dinghy for our adventure 
ashore. The Taigh Na Truaish pub 
(currently under renovation) provided a 
tasty beer in the sunshine overlooking the 
bridge and a wee dram to follow. 
Thankfully Lucy had phoned ahead to 
enquire re dinner and confirmed they 
were not serving food until the 
renovations had been completed! 
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Wednesday 03.07.19 

Woke in Puilladobhrain on a sunny morning with light wind from the west and motored 
out of the anchorage with Lucy at the helm as I washed the foredeck and anchor locker of 
black sticky Puilladobhrain mud. We motored with some help from the genny up the 
sound of Kerrera and pulled into Kerrera fuel berth to top Bragar up for the adventures to 
follow. 

Next Stop Oban transit pontoons to await arrival of new engine warning controller, fill with 
water and Tesco shop. After brief discussion over pros and cons of boat quay boat over 
quay boat quay spring arrangement with some help from an observing knowitall, Lucy Left 
for shops and I did boat jobs. Missed a text from mike engine man at 1100 announcing his 
imminent arrival and looked up to see him arriving at the top of the ramp. So I collected 
the part, walked to Tesco to help carry bags back and met Lucy at checkouts. 

Rolled back to boat pronto, fitted part and slipped lines at 1212 and headed out of Oban 
transit marina destination Canna. Thankfully oil pressure and overheating alarm now off 
but our new alarm is the battery not charging alarm peeping intermittently! 

Made good progress up sound of mull under engine despite wind being on the nose the 
whole way up, thankfully half to a knot of tide under us helped maintain our schedule. 
Lucy popped below 15mins south of Tobermory to make a brew but couldn’t get the gas 
to flow, so after checking all valves back to bottle, we discovered it was empty. Thankfully 
we discovered this right at the entrance to Tobermory Harbour at the north end of Calve 
Island and made straight for the pontoons checking garage opening times as we went. 
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We then tied up in out 4th port that day to run to the garage with the empty bottle, run back with a full one, have a brief chat with a French 
couple on a British built boat possibly surprised to be having a chat with a British couple on a French built boat and even more surprised to 
hear we were making for Canna that evening having discounted it earlier due to forecast…. 

Cleared the mouth of Tobermory harbour at 1730 having dropped only 40 minutes from our schedule to replace the gas bottle and made for 
Ardnamurchan light. Sea state had increased to a bit of a chop on the nose which complete with headwind made for a slightly uncomfortable 
motor out of the sound of Mull with Bragar 
slamming occasionally and slowing our progress 
significantly.  Thankfully however we’d made best 
use of the engine to gain distance upwind and 
open up the angle to clear the light with an 
acceptable offing and make for Canna. With the 
chop reducing, we set reefed main and with our 
heading and wind strength accelerated by a knot 
towards Canna. Soon we had full Genoa set and 
reef shaken out and with freeing wind, low evening 
sun and nothing between us and our destination, 
Bragar accelerated up to 8 knots and Canna was 
soon visible. We passed a trawler off the south end 
of Rum, then a pod of minky whales en route to 
Barra and soon had a transit off Hyskeir light on the 
horizon to the west to confirm our position and 
offing clear of the overfalls charted on the west 
corner of Rum.  

Arrived Canna harbour after one of the most enjoyable evening sails ever at 2230 in now darkening low cloud and drizzle and prepared 
anchor and trip line as harbour notorious for thick kelp, harbour has a dozen visitors moorings but no pick ups and we could see 13 masts in 
the bay as we approached. Unbelievably however, two of them were at anchor and we spotted and picked up the last mooring under the 
disused church on the south side of the bay. 

With both of us broken from the days voyage, once mooring and safety lines set we retired below for a well earned nightcap, some iPad 
monopoly and bed, expecting worsening weather over the days to come.
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Thursday 04.07.19 

Weather Rain, wind WSW to W at 1800 19 
gusting 25 dropping to 17 gusting 21 at 
1800 and continuing to drop. 

Woke at 1130 in rainy Canna harbour and 
after contacting the Canna Cafe on VHF 
(no phone reception on the island) we 
inflated the dinghy and motored ashore in 
full oilskins for payphone call home (to 
check in with Tullochard), showers and 
coffee and cake in Canna cafe. Made the 
most of their internet and power sockets 
for communications, charging and 
managed to download a movie for 
tonight. Assuming we had to clear out for 
1600, we readied to leave but were then 
told it was ok to stay provided we didn’t 
mind then setting dinner around us, so we 
booked dinner for tomorrow, had a 4 
o’clock beer and wandered back to the 
dinghy. Dinghy had been moved to allow 
access to the skips but all ok and 
relaunched on the ferry slip to head home 
to Bragar for the evening.  

Pre dinner we sat in the saloon and killed 
off last nights monopoly re-match to take 
the holiday score to 1-1, then had a nice 
grazing tea of smoked salmon, cheeses 
and biscuits and a wee glass of red wine. 
Weather pretty wild out, rain bouncing off 
coachroof, and some new boats in the bay 
including a big blue X boat but not our 
new Norwegian friends… Another boat 
arrived in the early evening singlehanded 
and after four attempts to find holding in 
the bay and each one resulting in a high 
speed drift across the bay and yielding 
only a kelp sea monster on the hook he 
aborted and tied alongside another boat 
in the bay. We watched from the shelter of 
Bragar’s cosy saloon, thankful of our good 
fortune the previous night. 

The rest of the evening was spent aboard 
with the rain lashing the windows and the 
wind whistling in the rigging as we sat 
cosy with the heating on, a nice bottle of 
red and Lucy Besson’s Leon, the directors 
cut on the iPad, complete with surround 

sound. Hopefully tomorrow will be a 
better day but feeling no guilt at all over 
our well deserved chill out day given the 
magnitude of the day that preceded it. 
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Friday 05.07.19 

Weather v wet until 1500 and clearing, dry in the evening from 2100 
Wind WSW maxing at 18 gusting 25 (28 windguru) at 1400 and swinging through W to NW at 1900 and dropping. 

With the weather refusing to abate despite the forecast long promising a break in the cloud for Friday, we woke to more rain and cloud (and 
wind) however thankfully the cloud level did at least look to have risen from 10m to approximately 20m and the rain seemed a little less heavy, 
small blessings! 

After breakfast, we donned our walking waterproofs and adventure trainers and took the dinghy ashore on Sanday Island on the south side of 
Canna harbour in search of puffins. Our original plan for the cruise was to call 
in to Lunga on the west side of Mull for our puffin experience but engine 
difficulties and weather prevented that, so we were thankful to find that 
Canna had a Puffin colony. The path from the village was easily found and 
we made good progress towards the sea stacks on the south corner of the 
island. 

The waterproof shoes gave out just before we arrived at the colony but 
thankfully the sight of puffins raised our spirits and we sat watching them 
land and take off from the stack approximately 150m from our vantage 
point and swarm around when cleared off en mass by the occasional skua, 
the only birds hell bent on messing up the happy community of multiple 
breeds of seabirds sharing the adjacent rocks, cliffs and sea. Now and 
again a wayward/inquisitive puffin would cruise close to our vantage point 
on the cliffs and every time I would try and capture on camera, but it 
became evident that flying puffins are quite difficult to photograph! 
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Planned to go ashore with shower stuff and have a 
bit of a walk before dinner and then relax into the 
evening but on leaving b Bragar bound for the 
ferry pier we were hailed by our Norwegian 
neighbours to come over and say hello. The hello 
soon turned to come aboard for a glass of wine, 
then a dram and eventually stay for dinner, 
however after a couple of glasses of wine and a 
small dram and with our lobster tea pre booked 
ashore, we politely declined the invitation to 
dinner despite the attraction of the smell of 
outdoor cooked lamb shanks and made for the 
dinghy. 

Arriving ashore at 1800 not 1600 as planned 
required a modified strategy for the rest of the 
evening and the gentle wander to see the local 
beach was substituted for a speed march to the 
showers at the local farm and back to canna cafe 
for our dinner reservation. Dinner was served and 
nothing short of mind-blowing, starters of 
seaweed and salmon and lobster and venison pie 

for main both delicious and cooked to perfection, but with the sun finally appearing after two days of waiting I seized my opportunity (with the 
proprietors permission) to nip out for a quick walk to the beach inter-course (before pudding) and with the sun low in the sky, got down one one 
knee and asked Lucy to be my wife, and thankfully she said yes! 

So we hot footed it back to the cafe, Lucy sporting a ring fashioned from whipping twine and both of us grinning from ear to ear and returned to 
congratulations from the staff and the rest of the clientele at the cafe including our Norwegian neighbours, and the owners parents! Fizzy wine was 
provided by the Nils and his crew, pudding was served and drams followed to wash it all down before returning to Bragar (alone) for the night, but 
not before returning to the phonebox to tell Mum and Dad! 
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Saturday 06.07.19 

Weather Sunny NNW and N 10 gusting 17 kts all day. Removed safety morning lines and made ready for sea, turned on engine to charge 
batteries and heat water for breakfast dishes and watched our Norwegian friends do same and after a brief stop at the mouth of the harbour 
to raise their mainsail we watched them sail off round the corner headed for the Hebrides. We hoisted main on the mooring with a single reef, 
released our mooring line and said a cheerful farewell to Canna as we sailed out of the harbour at 1000 into the Sound of Canna on a 
northwesterly bearing to clear Rum heading to Sandaig Bay via Mallaig for barbeque supplies.  

With appropriate wind for full sail on a beam/broad reach as we 
freed off round the top of Rum Bragar sailed along happily at 
7-8kts with the point of Sleat on the horizon and the weather 
continued to improve. Was passed the eerie site of a recently 
wrecked trawler on the north shore of Rum but thankfully far 
enough offshore to barely pick up the outline of its bridge windows 
with the binoculars and thankful for weather more benign than the 
day the trawler was likely lost. 

We entered the sound of Sleat and made for Mallaig amid 
discussion regarding any need to call into civilisation and by one 
third of our way across the sound elected to abort the barbecue 
plan and head directly to Sandaig bay. With a forecast expected to 
swing from NW through N and into the NE by morning it would 
give good holding and shelter and leave us only a short hop to 
Kylerhea in the morning. The fridge had adequate provisions for a 
decent pasta tea with G-bread and we were only into the BBQ plan 
for the marshmallows and there were plenty in the locker provided 
we could summon up a fire ashore. 
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Once up the Sound of Sleat and clear of the ferries 
cruising in and out of Mallaig and past the entrances to 
Loch Nevis and Loch Hourn, we reached Sandaig bay at 
almost low tide, set 8m of chain in good holding off the 
rocks to the west of the head of the bay and knocked up 
aforementioned pasta tea, pumped up the dinghy and 
sat with a beer in the cockpit checking transits in what 
was now about a 20kt NW breeze. Thankfully Bragar’s 
anchor didn’t budge an inch and we prepared for our 
adventure ashore, with some booze, non-booze, 
marshmallows, communications, firelighting kit and 
collapsible armchairs. 

Once ashore and settled in front of the fire we took in 
the evening with Bragar safely in view as the sun and 
wind dropped and made a few calls to family and 
friends to pass on the news of our engagement from 
one of the most idyllic locations before retiring back to 
Bragar for an early night thinking ahead to an early start 
tomorrow for the tide through Kylerhea. 
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Sunday 07.07.19 

After porridge and coffee and a spot of dinghy deflating, 
we departed Sandaig Bay at 0930 into moderate westerly 
winds with a plan to be through the tide at Kylerhea an hour 
before the turn and hopefully catch the flood tide under the 
Skye bridge.  

With HW Ullapool (and the start of the southbound flow 
through the narrows) at 1131 or aim was to be through 
Kylerhea before 1030 and with approximately an hours 
steaming to get there we left on schedule and despite 
favourable winds, elected to motor through the narrows 
and onwards towards Kyle. To our surprise, on reaching the 
bridge we had wind from the west meeting a westbound 
tide and a bit of a chop on the nose until rounding the last 
green can and heading for Dubhaird point and Plockton 
beyond. Lucy prepared some Bragar rolls with the 
remainder of the fridge contents as we passed Barleyport 
and we polished off our early lunch passing the Dubhaird 
mark in benign conditions, reflecting on a numerous hairy 
local boat gybes in years gone by. 

We arrived at Plockton light at 1200 in bright sunshine and once clear of hawk rock, we motored past the pontoon and into the bay and picked 
up our mooring for a bit of a pre offload tidy and pack up before heading into the pontoon at 1300 to offload cruising gear and return Bragar 
to mooring. Motored out again at 1700 armed with mastic, tools and elbow grease to replace the clutch handle broken on the round mull race 
and put Bragar to bed. Next adventure, Plockton Yacht race 2019 in three weeks time.
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